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Neutrino sattering at low energies is essential for a variety of timely
appliations potentially having fundamental impliations, e.g. unraveling
unknown neutrino properties, suh as the third neutrino mixing angle, the
detetion of the diuse supernova neutrino bakground, or of osmologial
neutrinos and furnishing a new onstraint to 2β deay alulations. Here
we disuss some appliations, the present status and the perspetives.
PACS numbers: 25.30Pt,14.60Pq,26.50.+x,11.30.Er
1. Introdution
Core-ollapse supernovae are massive stars that undergo gravitational
explosions at the end of their life, emitting most of their energy as neutrinos
of all avours in a few seonds burst. Neutrino sattering at low energy both
on nuleons and on nulei is important for ore-ollapse supernova physis,
not only for the observation of the neutrinos emitted but also for proesses
ouring within the star like e.g. the nuleosynthesis of heavy elements (r-
proess) [1℄. Both the explosion mehanism and the loation of the r-proess
still need to be laried. Measuring the neutrino luminosity urve produed
during a future (extra-)galati explosion or of the diuse supernova neutrino
bakground (DSNB), from past explosions, an give essential information
both on the explosion, on unknown ν properties and on the star formation
rate.
The present upper limits on the DSNB are furnished by the Super-
Kamiokande experiment, i.e. 1.2 ν¯e m
−2
s
−1
[2℄ and 6.8 × 10
3 νe m
−2
s
−1
from LSD [3℄, at 90 % C.L.. Current theoretial preditions give strong indi-
ations that future observatories under study [4℄ (LAGUNA Design Study,
∗
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in 2008-10 within FP7) should reah a sensitivity suient for a disovery
potential [5, 6, 7℄. While (few) hundred events assoiated to inverse beta-
deay are expeted in water Cherenkov and sintillator or to neutrino-argon
sattering in argon detetors, a few events on oxygen and arbon an give
an improved limit ompared to the LSD one, as rst pointed out in [8℄.
On the other hand, one should not neglet alternative strategies to the
onstrution of large sale multipurpose (supernova neutrinos, proton de-
ay and CP violation) detetors. For example, as rst suggested by Haxton
and Johnson [9℄, the measurement of
97
T produed by the ν sattering on
98
Mo ore an allow the observation of galati neutrinos. Even though the
idea is appealing, a reent re-analysis onsidering our present knowledge
on neutrino osillations in dense media has shown that two unavoidable re-
quirements are an improved preision on the solar neutrino ux (a signiant
bakground) and a preise knowledge of the neutrino-nuleus ross setions
[10℄.
Serious improvements are urrently made in the understanding of ore-
ollapse explosions on one hand and of neutrino propagation in dense media
on the other [11, 12℄. In partiular, a new paradigm has emerged due both
to the inlusion of the neutrino-neutrino interation and of dynamial su-
pernova density proles with shok waves. While the former engenders ol-
letive phenomena [13, 14, 15℄, the latter indues multiple resonanes and
phase eets [16, 17, 18, 19℄ (for a review see [20℄). Reent works have ex-
plored possible diret (in an observatory) or indiret (in the star) eets due
to the possible existene of CP violation in the lepton setor. They have
established that, indeed, there an be CP eets on the neutrino uxes in
a supernova due to loop orretions or physis beyond the Standard Model
[21, 22℄.
In [23℄ a speiity of lead detetors is used : by using harged-urrent
events in onjuntion with one- or two-neutron emission one an distinguish
between sin
2θ1310
−3
or 10
−3
. While the alulation performed needs fur-
ther renement, a future lead-based detetor  HALO  is now planned at
SNOLAB. In [24℄ it has also been shown that values of the third neutrino
mixing angle  within or outside the experimental ahievable range  give a
harateristi imprint in the positron time signal assoiated to inverse beta-
deay. This alulation has the merit of being the very rst one putting
together the neutrino-neutrino interation on one hand and the shok wave
eets on the other. In onlusion, the ever inreasing level of sophistiation
of supernova and neutrino propagation modelling as well as of our knowledge
of neutrino properties might lead in the future to a onrete use of (reli)
supernova neutrinos to unravel supernova physis and/or unknown neutrino
properties.
A hallenging appliation of (very) low energy neutrino apture on ra-
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dioative nulei has been proposed very reently, the aim : deteting osmo-
logial neutrinos [25℄. Indeed, being non-relativisti at the present epoh,
the ross setions, with no reation threshold, an strongly be enhaned.
Extensive alulations over thousands of nulei have shown that one might
have a signiant number of events per year. This idea has been further
investigated in [26, 27℄.
For the ase of osmologial neutrinos the momentum transferred to the
nuleus is so low that experimental information from beta-deay are used
to avoid unertainties inherent to nulear struture alulations. However,
for neutrinos having energies in the 100 MeV energy range, the alulations
present signiant variations depending on the details of the model and of
the parametrization used...
2. Present status
Computing neutrino-nuleus sattering ross setions in the several tens
MeV energy range requires modelling of the nulear degrees of freedom
involving either isospin or spin-isospin transition matrix elements. These
alulations are sometimes partiularly hallenging sine they involve large
model spaes and the inlusion of partiular onguration mixings or defor-
mation. Another diulty omes from the fat that in the measurement:
i) one annot isolate the transition matrix elements exept in some spei
ases (e.g. ground state to ground state transitions); ii) one an only om-
pare with onvolved ross setions. As a onsequene, alulations that have
signiant disrepanies, at a given neutrino energy, an still be in a rather
good agreement with the measurements (if the ahieved preision is not too
good). Note that so far only three nulei have been studied experimentally,
i.e. deuteron, arbon and iron. Many alulations exist based on miro-
sopi non-relativisti (suh as e.g. [28℄) or relativisti approahes (see e.g.
[29℄).
The nulear matrix elements, involved in the ross setions, are usually
known as Fermi-type or Gamow-Teller type transitions. The allowed tran-
sitions are rather well under ontrol. However a quenhed axial-vetor
oupling onstant is still used to aount for the dierene between experi-
mental and theoretial matrix elements, alulated using various mirosopi
approahes, suh as the Shell Model and the Quasi-partile Random-Phase
approximation. The forbidden transitions are still badly known.
The preditions tend to disagree as the neutrino impinging energy in-
reases. In some spei ases, suh as the exlusive ross setions on ar-
bon, the disrepanies have been laried [30℄, thanks also to the wealth of
experimental data available for this ase. However the inlusive ross se-
tions are still not all understood. The measurement performed on the iron
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nuleus, even though it furnishes an important onstraint, is not preise
enough to disrimate among various theoretial approahes [31℄. On the
other hand related weak proesses, like beta deay and muon apture, or
(Fermi and Ikeda) sum-rules help keeping the theoretial ingredients under
ontrol. Still, we are far from an aurate treatment of the matrix elements
in the nulei of interest suh as
12
C,
16
O,
40
Ar,
56
Fe,
98
Mo,
97
T and
208
Pb.
Note that a better knowledge of the nulear response, and of forbidden
transition, is partiularly important for the double beta-deay searhes [32℄.
In fat, one an show that the nulear matrix elements involved in the latter
are the same as those due to the exhange of a Majorana neutrino. There-
fore neutrino-nuleus experiments might furnish a supplementary onstraint
to the half-life preditions that are still plagued by signiant variations.
Obviously, sine experiments annot be performed diretly on the nulei of
interest, the alulations would benet from an overall improvement of the
nulear modelisation, e.g., from a step forward on the quenhing problem.
3. Perspetives
Experiments with future failities an shed light on the weak nulear
response in the several tens of MeV energy range. These are : low energy
beta-beams [33℄  that use the beta-deay of boosted radioative ions [34℄
 or failities exploiting onventional soures (muon deay-at-rest), suh as
νSNS [35℄, the European Spallation Soure [36℄ faility, or at the future SPL
proton driver. Neutrino-nuleus interation studies an be realized with de-
tetors based on several nulei. Although the range of stable nulei that an
be investigated is limited and the ross setion measurements are inlusive,
the information obtained with suh experiments would onstrain the nulear
ingredients of the mirosopi approahes like the eetive interations, the
model spaes and the onguration mixings inluded.
The physis potential of low energy neutrinos failities overs a variety of
aspets, from fundamental interations to nulear astrophysis and nulear
struture studies. Low energy beta-beams might require either a devoted
storage ring [37℄ or one/two detetors at o-axis [38℄. It has been shown that,
at suh a faility, a measurement of the Weinberg angle at 10% preision
level ould improve the LNSD measurement by about a fator of 2 [39℄.
A new test of the Conserved Vetor Current hypothesis and in partiular
of the weak magnetism ontribution an also be performed [40℄. Other
possibilities are the study of non-standard interations [41℄ and of oherent
sattering [42℄. Besides, neutrino-nuleus measurements in the 100 MeV
energy range an furnish information on the still badly known forbidden
transitions [33, 43, 44℄. In Ref.[45℄ the possibility of using a ombination
of beta-beam spetra to analyse ore-ollapse supernova neutrino uxes is
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proposed. Note that most of the ideas proposed for low energy beta-beams
(for a review see [46℄) are diretly appliable to spallation soure failities.
In onlusion, pursuing low energy neutrino sattering studies, either
theoretial or experimental, with future spallation soures or low energy
beta-beams, an bring essential elements for our understanding of the isospin
and spin-isospin nulear response, for ore-ollapse supernova physis, for the
weak interation and neutrino physis.
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